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Blueprint Europe – Tell me more
We help individuals, teams and organisations on their journey
from Vision to Action by unleashing their potential in 3 areas:

1 UNLEASH YOURSELF

2 UNLEASH YOUR PLAN
3 UNLEASH YOUR CUSTOMER

This is done by leading strategic
planning processes, delivering
attitude and skill building workshops
(i.e. Emotional Intelligence, Strategy,
Planning and Influencing/Selling,
Negotiation, Category Management,
Project Management, Leadership,
Change Management), keynotes and
executive coaching

What INSPIRED you to dedicate your life helping
people and organisations unlock their potential?
I get a lot of energy from seeing people develop and reach their
potential. This came through my experience of managing teams, as
well as more recently networking with start ups and SMEs and
understanding how my experience, coupled with the blue chip
experience of blueprint, can help support their growth agendas.

What advice would you
give new leaders?
Praise in public and criticise in
private – lead with integrity.
Inspirational leaders show empathy
and gain respect in how they treat
others. Coaching others to be the
best version of themselves, drives
outstanding results.

FAVORITES
TED TALK ★★★★★
Stop waiting for life to
happen- Peter Sage
Life is a mirror – you get back what you
put in – applies to business too.

PODCAST ★★★★★
The School of Greatness –
Lewis Howes, an ex professional athlete.
Great nuggests to listen to on a dialy
basis.

CITIES
Proudest business
accomplishment?
Seeing potential in a start up
and the young owner as an
individual, which I went on to
invest cash, providing coaching
and business support. It then
went through to a sucessful
sale.

★★★★★

London - Got to be London for the
choice of culture, cuisine and never
ending things to do (it even has it’s own
Little Venice!)

QUOTE

★★★★★

“What separates people...is not
the presence or absence of
difficulty, but how they deal with
the inevitable difficulties of life.” James C Collins

